Targeted glycemic reduction in critical care using closed-loop control.
Critically ill patients are often hyperglycemic and extremely diverse in their dynamics. Consequently, fixed protocols and sliding scales can result in error and poor control. Tight glucose control has been shown to significantly reduce mortality in critical care. An improved physiological system model of the glucose-insulin dynamics of a critical care patient is used to develop an adaptive tight glucose control protocol that accounts for variable patient dynamics, and is verified in limited clinical trials. A physiologically based two-compartment system model that accounts for time-varying insulin sensitivity, time-varying endogenous glucose removal, and two saturation kinetics mechanisms is developed. A bolus-based adaptive control protocol is developed that monitors the physiological status of a critically ill patient, enabling tight glycemic regulation to preset glycemic targets. The model and protocol are verified in three, 5-h preliminary proof-of-concept clinical trials. Ethics approval was granted by the Canterbury Ethics Committee (Christchurch, New Zealand). Preset glycemic targets are achieved with an average absolute error of 9%, with 75% of all targets achieved within the 7% measurement error. Absolute errors greater than 7% ranged from 17% to 21%. Tight stepwise control was exhibited in all cases, and the adaptive system was able to match the model and observed patient dynamics. Most errors are associated with external perturbations such as drug therapies, or mismodeled parameters that can be easily adjusted with longer trials and/or more data per hour. The overall result is targeted stepwise tight glycemic regulation using insulin boluses.